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Comparative molecular dynamics (MD) simulations enable us to explore the conformational dynamics of the active sites of distantly related
enzymes. We have used the BioSimGrid (http://www.biosimgrid.org) database to facilitate such a comparison. Simulations of four enzymes were
analyzed. These included three hydrolases and a transferase, namely acetylcholinesterase, outer-membrane phospholipase A, outer-membrane
protease T, and PagP (an outer-membrane enzyme which transfers a palmitate chain from a phospholipid to lipid A). A set of 17 simulations were
analyzed corresponding to a total of 0.1 ms simulation time. A simple metric for active-site integrity was used to demonstrate the existence of
clusters of dynamic conformational behaviour of the active sites. Small (i.e. within a cluster) fluctuations appear to be related to the function of an
enzymatically active site. Larger fluctuations (i.e. between clusters) correlate with transitions between catalytically active and inactive states.
Overall, these results demonstrate the potential of a comparative MD approach to analysis of enzyme function. This approach could be extended to
a wider range of enzymes using current high throughput MD simulation and database methods.
# 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
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Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of proteins allow us
to address molecular motions of importance to biological
function [1,2]. Such motions may be on a relatively small scale
(e.g. side-chain and water mobility at a ligand binding site), or
on a larger time and length scale (e.g. inter-domain motions in
complex proteins). For example it has been shown that protein
dynamics is important in the context of enzyme efficiency [3].
One aspect of such simulations that has received some
attention [4–6] is that of incomplete sampling of conforma-
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tional space over the finite duration of an MD simulation.
Another is that of the more general biological relevance of any
motion observed. Both of these aspects may be addressed via
analysis of multiple simulations [7]. In particular, comparative
analysis of multiple simulations of several proteins from a
given protein family may be used to exploit evolution to help
overcome the sampling problem for larger (and slower)
conformational changes [8]. In the longer term, comparative
analysis of a wide range of simulations may enable the
development of heuristics making it possible to relate protein
folds to patterns of protein dynamics.
It is also interesting to explore possible integration of
biomolecular simulations and structural genomics. This
requires development of a number of components, including
tools for storage and analysis of simulation data, comparable to
those provided for static protein structures by the Protein Data
Bank [9]. We are developing a distributed database for storage
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the imidazole ring of His447 is placed between the carboxyl
group of Glu334 and the hydroxyl group of Ser203 [16,21,22].
In Escherichia coli OMPLA, the active site consists of the
analogous Ser144, His142, and Asn156. Earlier MD simulations suggested that the presence of a calcium ion induces
hydrogen-bond networks near the active site [17]. OmpT has
the central His212, with a water molecule held by Asp83 (in
turn held by Asp85) probably serving as the attack group
equivalent to the role serine plays in the earlier two enzymes;
finally Asp210 is the third residue in the triad [18]. Though a
transferase, the putative triad in PagP, consisting of His33,
Asp76, and Ser77, fits nicely into the hydrolase triad paradigm.
Similar to OmpT, the active site is extracellular [23], and
similar to OMPLA, it has been suggested to act as a homodimer
[24].
In this study we employ comparative analysis of multiple
MD simulations of these enzymes to explore possible
functionally significant patterns of catalytic side-chain
dynamics in these four superficially unrelated enzymes, to
investigate the relationship between side-chain mobility and
catalytic mechanism. We show that comparative MD simulations are able to distinguish between ‘‘functional’’ and ‘‘nonfunctional’’ catalytic triads.
2. Methodology
In total, 17 trajectories of the four enzymes were deposited in
the BioSimGrid database (Table 1). All except the PagP simulations have already been published [16–18,21,22]. The PagP
simulations were initiated from the X-ray structure of the PagP
monomer [20], embedded in a DMPC bilayer (Cox and Sansom,
manuscript in preparation). The OMPLA, OmpT and PagP
simulations were performed using Gromacs (http://www.
gromacs.org/) and a modified Gromos96 forcefield [25]. The
AChE simulations were performed using the packages NWChem
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and analysis of biomolecular simulations, BioSimGrid [10]
(http://www.biosimgrid.org/), the use of which is illustrated in
this paper. Comparable endeavours include SimDB (http://
simdb.bch.msu.edu/) [11], GEMS (http://gipse.cse.nd.edu/
GEMS/) [12], and the Ascona B-DNA Consortium (http://
humphry.chem.weslevan.edu:8080/MDDNA/) [13].
One aspect of comparative MD is that of analysis of the
rigidity/flexibility of active sites in a number of (distantly)
related enzymes. This is an attractive application as it adds a
temporal dimension to comparisons of (static) active-site
geometries for a family of related enzymes. The latter
(structural bioinformatics) approach has been used for, e.g.
comparative analysis of active-site geometries of, e.g. serine
esterases [14,15], and is embodied in, e.g. the Catalytic Sites
Atlas (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/thornton-srv/databases/CSA/).
Using BioSimGrid, we compare MD simulations of three
hydrolases and a transferase: (i) acetylcholinesterase (AChE;
Enzyme Classification 3.1.1.7; Protein Data Bank code:
1MAH, 1KU6), a key enzyme of the nervous system which
degrades the neurotransmitter acetylcholine [16]; (ii) outermembrane phospholipase A (OMPLA; EC 3.1.1.32; PDB
codes: 1QD5, 1QD6), a bacterial outer-membrane enzyme
which degrades phospholipid [17]; (iii) outer-membrane
protease T (OmpT; EC 3.4.21.87; PDB code: 1I78) [18], and
PagP, an outer-membrane enzyme which transfers a palmitate
chain from a phospholipid to lipid A [19,20]. (PDB code
1THQ). The first two enzymes are carboxylic ester hydrolases
(EC 3.1.1). OmpT, a protease, belongs to the category of
peptide hydrolases. PagP, is – strictly speaking – an acyl
transferase.
Crystallographic structures show that these enzymes do not
have related folds, but have similar active sites, a catalytic triad
of amino acid residues (Figs. 1 and 2). In mouse (Mus
musculus) AChE, the active site (Ser203, His447, Glu334) has
the favorable arrangement conducive to proton transfer where
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Fig. 1. Structures (from snapshots near the beginning of the trajectories) of the active sites of the enzymes included in this study, showing key residues in the active
sites of OMPLA and of AChE, and in the proposed active sites of PagP and OmpT. Diagrams generated using VMD [38].
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Fig. 2. Schematics of the active sites studied. Black arrows indicate the AsxjGlx:C to His:CG distance measured (d1); grey arrows the His:CG to Ser:OG distance (d2).
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structures of serine proteases and lipases [14,15]. To explore
the application of this analysis to MD trajectories we
superimposed the active sites studied so as to identify such
recurring clusters in the trajectories. Again using a Python
program in the BioSimGrid interface (see supporting information, triad_super.py), we extracted nine atoms from each of the
active sites: the imidazole ring (five atoms) and the b-carbon
atom in His, the post-branch atoms (d- or e-, oxygen or
nitrogen; two atoms) in AsxjGlx, and the g-oxygen atom in Ser.
The His-fragment was superimposed by minimizing the root
mean square deviation (RMSD) of the atoms.

OMPLA1
OMPLA2
OMPLA3
OMPLA4
OMPLA5
OMPLA6
AChEe
Fas-AChEe
AChEd
PagP (charged)
PagP (neutral)
OmpT (PME)
OmpT (cut-off)
OmpT (short)
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Trajectory

3. Results
Our underlying hypothesis is that, given the structural
bioinformatics studies of Thornton and co-workers [15], one
might expect a degree of conservation of catalytic triad
dynamics between the active sites of the different enzymes,
even though their overall structures are rather different. The
simulations analysed, summarised in Table 1, were selected to

Description

Duration (ns)

ID code

Unliganded monomer, Ewald
Unliganded dimer, Ewald
Liganded dimer, Ewald
Unliganded monomer, cut-off
Unliganded dimer, cut-off
Liganded dimer, cut-off
Unliganded, e-protonated
Fasciculin 2 bound, e-protonated
His447, d-protonated
His33, d,e-protonated
His33, d-protonated
Particle-mesh, Ewald
Cut-off
4  2.5 ns trajectories with cut-off

10
10
10
5.7
5
5
15
5
5
3
4
10
10
10

GB-OXF_16
GB-OXF_17
GB-OXF_15
GB-OXF_9
GB-OXF_10
GB-OXF_14
GB-OXF_11
GB-OXF_12
GB-STH_1966
GB-OXF_88
GB-OXF_31
GB-OXF_95
GB-OXF_94
GB-OXF_91 to GB-OXF_96
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Table 1
Trajectories used in this study
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(http://www.emsl.pnl.gov/docs/nwchem/nwchem.html) [26]
and TINKER (http://dasher.wustl.edu/tinker/), with the AMBER
force field [27]. All told, the trajectories amount to more than
100 ns of simulation time.
The three residues in the catalytic triads are Ser (in the case
of OmpT, Asp83), His, and AsxjGlx (Asn156 in OMPLA;
Glu334 in AChE; Asp210 in OmpT; Asp76 in PagP) (see
Fig. 1). To provide metrics for the intactness of the active sites,
we analysed a number of measurements, using methods of
multivariate analysis and visualization before settling on a
metric illustrated in Fig. 2. Selecting atoms Cg (CG) of His, the
side-chain carboxyl/amide atom in AsxjGlx, and atom Cg (OG)
in residue Ser (in the case of OmpT, Cg of Asp83), we
measured the pair-wise distance between these three atoms.
The retrieval of these distance time series was performed using
the Python-language interface to BioSimGrid [10] to produce a
Python program (see supporting information, triad_metric.py)
which generates the relevant scatter plots.
Structural bioinformatics analyses have focused on ‘‘template’’ positions of catalytic triads derived from crystal

The treatments of long-range electrostatics are marked ‘‘cut-off’’ or ‘‘Ewald’’. The BioSimGrid identification code is of the form ‘‘BioSimGrid_GB-OXF_11’’,
where ‘‘GB-OXF’’ is an ISO 3166-2 location code, and ‘‘11’’ a serial number.
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Fig. 3. (A) Scatter-plot of the occurrence of the active-site geometry defined by
distance pair (d1, d2) during the simulations listed in Table 1. In the case of the
OMPLA dimer simulations, measurements from both active sites are marked
using the same symbol. Note that OMPLA4–6 are sampled every 10 ps, rather
than at 1 ps as in the other trajectories. (B) Average of the distance pair
measurements for each full nanosecond, with data-points of adjacent nanoseconds connected by lines.
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provide a wide range of simulation configurations and
conditions. AChE is a ‘‘classical’’ example of a Ser esterase.
Simulations with/without a bound inhibitor (fasciculin) and
with two different protonation states of the active-site histidine
were compared. OMPLA is a rather complex enzyme, a lipase
which shows differences in catalytic activity between its
monomeric and dimeric states. Simulations with/without
covalently bound (to the active-site Ser) inhibitor and of the
monomeric versus dimeric enzyme were compared. We also
analysed two sets of simulations, with different protocols for
the treatment of long-range electrostatic interactions in the
simulation [28,29] to explore whether such differences had any
profound effect on the active-site dynamics. OmpT is a
protease, with an active site somewhat more distantly related to
that of the classical Ser–His–Asn triad. Again, multiple
simulations were compared with respect to the possible
influence of the long-range electrostatic interaction protocols
used in the simulations. Finally, PagP is a much more distantly
related enzyme. It is a transferase, which in both the nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) and the X-ray structures appears to
have an incompletely formed active site. We included PagP to
enable comparison of its active-site conformational dynamics
with those of some better understood enzymes, and also to
explore the influence of His33 protonation on such dynamics.
Two metrics were selected (see above) to measure the
integrity of each active site as a function of time in the
simulations (Fig. 2): d1 measures the Ser–His (or equivalent)
distance, and d2 the His–AsxjGlx distance (the third
possibility d3 which measures the Ser–AsxjGlx distance
was shown not to result in as significant a spread as d1 and d2
(not shown) and so was excluded from further analysis). The
most notable feature of the data is that (d1, d2) shows
significant clustering by enzyme. This is especially evident if
we reduce the ‘‘raw’’ metric data (sampled every 1 or 10 ps;
Fig. 3A) to the corresponding metrics sampled every 1 ns
(Fig. 3B). This reveals that to a large extent the (d1, d2)
clusters for the various enzymes do not overlap. The exception
is AChE which shows three distinct clusters, one of which (for
simulation AChEd) overlaps with the OMPLA cluster,
revealing a sensitivity to the protonation state of the His
side-chain (see below).
Significantly, the enzymatically active His catalytic
configurations (with a singly d-protonated His) of OMPLA
and AChE seem to form the ‘‘tightest’’ active-site conformation, centred around (d1, d2) = (0.5 nm, 0.5 nm). As expected,
the OmpT active site showed a similar d1 (i.e. His–AsxjGlx)
distance to that of OMPLA (d1  0.4 nm) but the OmpT d2
(His:Cy to Asp83:C) distances are about 0.5 nm more
distant, at d2  0.9 nm. This is consistent with the suggestion
[18] that an intervening water molecule may form the
nucleophilic group instead of a serine in the productive active
site of this enzyme.
In the OMPLA dimer simulations, especially the longer ones
(i.e. OMPLA2 and OMPLA3) the two dimers in the same
simulation do not exhibit the same (d1, d2) distribution (data not
shown separately for the constituent monomers). This may
reflect an intrinsic asymmetry in the dynamics of the OMPLA
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dimmer, such as would be anticipated for an alternating activesites mechanism of catalytic activity. Alternatively, it may be a
manifestation of each monomer’s ‘‘memory’’ of its starting
conformation, i.e. a reflection of incomplete sampling.
However, we do see an overall reduction of active-site
flexibility upon ligand binding, taking all samples (monomers
and dimers) into account (Fig. 3A). Curiously, the corresponding monomer simulation (OMPLA1) does not have as wide a
spread as in each dimer simulation. Using methods discussed in
[6], we show in Fig. 3B the average measurements of 1 ns
trajectory segments, which provides us with some indication of
the sampling adequacy in the active sites. Within the coverage
of these two active-site metrics, the sampling may be seen to be
by and large sufficient, as evidenced by the revisiting of
previous states. The major exceptions are the PagP trajectories
whose spreads are wide (as discussed further below), and whose
active sites do not seem to have revisited earlier conformational
states.
In the AChE simulations, two protonation states of His447 (e
versus d) and the presence/absence of bound fasciculin have
been explored. These form three distinct clusters in (d1, d2). The
unproductively configured AChE active sites (with e-protonated His447) have longer and more dispersed (d1, d2) values
than the productive (d-protonated) active-site cluster, which
overlaps with the OMPLA clusters. This suggests that the active
site of AChE is dynamically ‘‘tighter’’ under enzymatically
active conditions and that this property is conserved between
two serine esterases.
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the His33 is protonated (and perhaps after a substrate molecule
binds), and that electrostatic interactions may drive the
association of the active-site loops.
Finally, in simulations of OMPLA and OmpT we have
explored the effects of the treatment of long-range electrostatics
on the conformational dynamics of their respective active sites.
Interestingly, given the continued discussion of how best to
treat such long-range interactions [28,29] there do not seem to
be any significant differences in (d1, d2) behavior between
simulations employing the Ewald and cut-off methods. This
suggests a degree of robustness of these simulation results to
changes in the simulation protocol.
Following Thornton and co-workers [14,15] we extracted
active-site ‘‘template’’ clusters, sampling frames at each
nanosecond from the trajectories OMPLA3, Fas-AChE, and
PagP (charged) (Fig. 4), and superimposing the His residues.
Examination of these revealed that: (i) the OMPLA3 frames
formed a tight cluster of the Ser and Asn residues around the
His; (ii) the ‘‘His-unproductive’’ Fas-AChE simulation frames
had their Glu more distant from the His than was the Asn of
OMPLA3; (iii) the Asp and Ser in PagP (charged) were even
further from the His, and failed to form a defined cluster.
Inspecting the average structure of this ‘‘template’’ set of atoms
for all the trajectories (data not shown) yielded similar
conclusions to those derived from Fig. 3. In the average
structures, the Asx and Ser from OMPLA, OmpT, and the ‘‘Hisproductive’’ AChE trajectories formed defined clusters on
either side of the His. For the PagP trajectory and the ‘‘Hisunproductive’’ AChE trajectories, the Ser and AsxjGlx did not
fall closely into the above clusters.
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As mentioned above, PagP is a more distantly related
enzyme, a transferase whose active site is incompletely formed
in the X-ray structure used as the starting point of the
simulations. For both of the PagP simulations, the (d1, d2)
clusters are highly disperse and far removed from those for the
other enzymes. In the ‘‘PagP (charged)’’ simulation, the His33
is doubly protonated (and hence positively charged) whilst the
Asp76 is also ionised. Despite the relative shortness of these
simulations, the charged simulation results in a (d1, d2) cluster
which drifts with respect to time such that by the end of the
simulation it overlaps with that of AChE. This suggests that the
active site of PagP may be highly flexible, forming only once

Fig. 4. The catalytic triad positions for the active-site ‘‘template’’, sampling
frames at each full nanosecond from the trajectories OMPLA3, Fas-AChE, and
the PagP (charged). Frames are superimposed their His residues. The clusters
from the both of the OMPLA3 monomers and from the ‘‘His-unproductive’’
Fas-AChE trajectory are labelled. Also labelled are the some of the sparsely
placed PagP atoms. Asx are in yellow; Glx in orange; Ser (oxygen atoms) in
pink (inhibitor covalently bound for OMPLA) and red (free); His in cyan
(carbon) and blue (nitrogen). Rendered using VMD [38] and Raster3D [39].

4. Discussion and conclusions
Comparative MD simulations have allowed us to explore
both relatively small (<0.1 nm) and more extensive dynamic
fluctuations in active-site geometry for a number of (distantly)
related enzymes. The dynamic differences between the active
sites are quite striking. Small (i.e. within a cluster) fluctuations
are likely to be related to the function of an enzymatically
active site. Indeed, evidence for changes in conformation of this
magnitude during the catalytic process has been presented in,
e.g. a recent high resolution X-ray study of trypsin reaction
intermediates [30]. Larger fluctuations (i.e. between clusters) in
active-site metrics are also seen. These appear to correlate with
transitions between catalytically active and inactive states.
Probably the clearest example of this is for PagP, although the
mechanism remains somewhat uncertain, in which ‘nucleation’
of the active site via changes in extracellular loop conformation
is seen during the simulations.
The uneven durations of the simulations do invoke a caveat.
The shorter simulations, such as OMPLA4–6 and each of
OmpT (cut-off) simulations, may not have as effectively
sampled active-site conformational space as have the longer
simulations, and therefore may not be as representative. In
contrast, the wide spread of PagP conformations, despite the
relatively short simulations, is indicative of the flexibility of the
active site.
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In MD studies in general is important that we consider the
methodological limitations of individual simulations, especially those relating to simulation forcefields, to protocols (e.g.
the use of cut-off versus PME methods for long range
electrostatic interactions), and to the duration of the simulations. Such considerations are of particular relevance in
comparative studies, where potential heterogeneity of simulation methodologies may complicate comparisons. Indeed, it is
for this reason that we have made provision for simulation
metadata and annotation in within the BioSimGrid database
[10,31].
It is valuable to consider also the more general implications
of this study. We have analysed 17 MD simulations for four
enzymes; even this would be difficult ‘by hand’. Since the
1970s when the first protein MD appeared [32] there has been a
near exponential increase in such in silico data [31]. This will
be exacerbated by a number of ongoing large-scale simulation
studies to explore protein stability and folding (e.g. the
Dynameomics project http://www.dynameomics.org and the
Molecular Dynamics Extended Library project http://
mmb.pcb.ub.es/MODEL/). To extract a complete range of
information and knowledge from these data, automatic methods
of data mining may be needed [33]. This will be likely to
involve some form of model-free machine-learning. However,
in the meantime, BioSimGrid provides tools for user-driven
comparative analysis of such simulations, and is sufficiently
flexible to be scalable to queries across much larger numbers of
trajectories than in the current study.
A number of future directions are suggested by the current
results. From an enzymological perspective nascent automatic
methods for classification of enzyme family and for recognition
of active sites [34] have emerged. One future extension of our
current study would be to apply such methods to search for
catalytic triads in the PDB and to use comparative MD simulations to search a wider family of related enzymes. A more
specific direction of further investigation would be to our extend
coverage of membrane-bound enzymes. Of the 70 distinct
membrane proteins of known structure [35], 16 of those are
enzymes. In particular, it would be interesting to modify our
metrics for application to fatty acid amide hydrolase [36], which
has a catalytic dyad with a lysine and a serine, but no histidine in
the middle. In general, our results demonstrate the potential of a
comparative MD approach to analysis of enzyme function. This
is an approach which could be readily extended to a wider range
of enzymes, and of other proteins [8], and which will benefit from
ongoing developments in high throughput MD simulation (e.g.
NAMD-G http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/UserInfo/SAP/proiect4.
html [37]; Dynome http://www.dynome.org).
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